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Observations of McV electrons and scattered light from intense, subpicosccond laser-plasma interactions 

C. Darrow, S. Lane, D. Klem, and M. D. Perry 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
Livcrmorc, California 94550 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper we will present work in progress in our cxpcrimenatl investigation of the coupling of intense, sub
picosccond laser pulses '-vita pfasmas preformed on solid targets. (This situation is to be contrasted with the interaction of 
intense laser fields with solid-density matter, a subject which has generated considerable interest in (he last several years.) We 
will discuss our characterization of the energy distribution of energetic electrons which escape a solid target irradiated by an 
intense laser. We have also performed experiments to study the cxcilation of parametric instabilities near the quarter-critical layer 
and second-harmonic generation near the critical layer in the plasma. We will discuss some preliminary scattered light 
spectroscopy measurements. Other topics tclcatcd to this work arc discussed by D, Klcm in session 3 of this conference. 

2, COUPLING PHYSICS ISSUES 

In an engineering sense, the goal of this research was to investigate the possibility of producing directed bursts of 
mcgavoll electrons traveling in the original laser propagation direction. From a physics point of view, our goal was to 
experimentally investigate laser-target coupling and candidate electron acceleration mechanisms. 

The production of energetic electrons is by no means new in experimental laser plasma interactions1. However, to 
produce such electrons with high efficiency and with highly directed motion requires ultra-intense laser pulses. A characteristic 
parameter is the normalized momentum of electrons quivering in the field of the laser, a = Posc/ m c = cE/mrjc where e is the 
electron charge, E is the magnitude of the laser electric field ai the focus, m is the electron mass, to is the laser frequency, and c 

is the speed of light. The parameter a car. also be expressed in terms of the laser intensity: a = 8.53x10" 10\U.2 where X is the 
laser intensity in W/cm^ and A. is die laser wavelength in microns. 

Electrons in the laser focus move under the influence of the laser electric and magnetic fields. When spatial gradients in 
the envelope of these fields are present (e.g. radially at a beam waist or axially near a plasma critical-density surface), an effective 
non-oscillaiory force can accelerate electrons and drive them out of the high-field region. At moderate intensities the acceleration 
is dominated by the radial (perpendicular) component of the usual ponderomotive force, Fj_ = V r (a'2) and occurs over many 
optical cycles. As a approaches or exceeds unity, the longitudinal component of the Lorentz force (i.e. vxB <* ExB) becomes 
comparable and the electrons can have appreciable excursions in the longitudinal direction. For sufficiently sharp gradients in 
ctr% L = X, the excursion distance can exceed the range of influence of the laser fields and the electron escapes in a single optical 
cycle. In this case the electron leaves the excitation region with a translaiional kinetic energy equal to its peak quiver kinetic 
energy: Umax = mc^(v 1+a^ - 1), of order 1 MeV for IA,̂ = 10* ̂  W-jim^/cm^, Not surprisingly , additional considerations 
(e.g. relativity) complicate this otherwise simple physical picture. For example, simulations by Wilks el al.2 yield electron 
energies several several times U m a x wiih an effective distribution temperature of Thot ~ U m a x . 

3. EXPERIMENTS 

The goal the electron experiments was to characterize the distribution of fast electrons generated in the ultra-intense 
laser-plasma interaction. Traditionally, measurement of the bremsstrahlung x-ray spectrum (as discussed by D. Klcm in session 
3) produced when the electrons collide with solid-density material, has been the technique of choice3. This is primarily because, 
at moderate intensities, the electron energies are sufficiently low that most of the electron energy is quickly deposited in nearby 
target material (thus producing a bremssirahlung spectrum). At high irraJiance, where megavoll electron energies arc possible, 
significant numbers of electrons can escape the target-plasma volume and be detected directly. Both techniques have advantages 
and disadvantages. For example, although electron measurements provide direct information regarding die escaping electron 
distribution, tins distribution may have been strongly affected by the large electrostatic and magnetic fields typically present is 
such targets. The Bremsstrahlung spectrum gives only indirect information about the energy distribution of the electrons. In any 
case, direct observation of the most energetic electrons is essential in the identification of the relevant acceleration mechanism. 

Scattered light spectroscopy is a valuable diagnostic of collective plasma physics phenomena for densities at or below 
ncrit- ^ o l h resonance absorption (near rtcrii) and laser-plasma parametric instabiliies (at or below ^ ^ 4 , e.g. SRS, two-plasmon 
decay) provide mechanisms for the produciton of hot electrons. 



The experiments described here were performed with ihc LLNL 10 TW glass laser system 4 . This system produces 
pulses with the following characteristics: Xjascr = 3.05 Ji™* Tiascr = 0-8 ps, E^SCJ- = 5 J, IX2 k 1 0 1 8 W-Mm^cm 2 (FJ& 
focussing), and a > 0.8. In addition, a low-intensity pedestal precedes the short, high-intensity portion of the pulse. This 
pedestal, an artifact of imperfect recompression of the amplified, stretched pulse, is approximately 150 ps in duration with an 
intensity contrast ratio of about 1000:1 (with respect to the main pulse). 

The laser was focussed onto 20Q jun thick planar aluminum targets at an angle of incidence of 22.5° with respect to the 
target normal. Even at our lowest powers, the intensity of the pedestal was sufficient to ionize the target surface; thus the main 
pulse always interacted with a preformed plasma. At our nominal maximum intensities, Lasncx calculations predict density-
gradicni scalclcngths of aboui 10 - 30 p:m. The significance of the finite density scalclcngth of our plasmas will be discussed 
wilhin the specific context of the experiments described below. 
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3.1 Fast Klcctron Measurements 

In these experiments electrons traveling in the original 
propagation direction of the laser were detected using the magnetic 
monochromctcr shown schematically in Fig. 1. This instrument 
consists of a 90° bending magnet, a plastic scintillator, an optical 
relay system, and a CCD camera. 

The electromagnet was fitted with pole faces shaped such 
that ihc election trajectories, in effcel, lead to 1:1 electron-
imaging of tlic source region (the focal spot on the target) to the 
detection plane (the scintillator), This configuration has several 
advanisfrcs: (I) rmprovcr/ carVcctrarT efficiency becaose the 
collection solid angle is not limited by the detector area; (2) 
precise (Icliniiion of the collection solid angle because electrons 
are apci-mrcd before they arc dispersed in energy; (3) total 
accounting for electrons passing through the defining aperture 
because ihc scintillator emission is imaged by the CCD and 
allows one lo ascertain that the electron 'image' is smaller than 
the scintillator indicating that all electrons were collected; (4) 
immunity u) electrical noise because the CCD is read out long l-'ig. I Schematic of electron monochromclcr diagnostic. 
after th c laser hrcs; (5) accurate compensation for the 
contribution of hard x-rays to the lolai electron signal because hard x-ray hits arc easily identified in the scintillator image. Hs 
primary d^advanuijic is that an electron s|wctrtmi must he built-up over many shots and is thcrforc subject lo scalier in the data 
due to sl)()|.[o-shoi llncinanons. 

A great deal ol cllori 
was devoted to absolutely 
calibrating the sensitivity of the 
instrument with due consideration 
lo a number of factors (c.f. Fig. 
2). A calibrated radioactive 
source ( S r 9 ( 1 4 Y 9 0 ) was 
positioned al thc point in space 
where electrons would be 
produced during target shots. 
Electrons emitted by the source 
pass through Uic defining aperture 
( d i i = .004 sr), the bending 
magnetic field, and onlo the 
scintillator. Thc cleciron-io-
phoion conversion efficiency of 
ihc scintillator depends on both 
the energy deposition efficiency 
of thc electrons (electron-energy 
dependent) and the photon 
conversion efficiency (typically a 
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Fig- 2 A number of factors must t>c taken into consideration in the calinrbiion prtxxdure. 
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Fig. 2 Example of electron data showing the the entire 
CCD image, scintillator region, electron signal, and 
hard-x-ray hiis. 

few percent)- The photons emitted by Uic scintillator pass through, an 
optical system and finally, onto the CCD chip (quantum efficiency of 
20% at the scintillator emission wavelength and calibrated for 5 c- per 
count). Exposures (typically 20 min.) were taken for a number of 
values of the magnetic field to obtain a measured estimate of the 
source spectrum. The measured spectrum was then normalized to the 
known spectrum (corrected for the factors described above) to obtain 
the calibration factor. The results of the calibration procedure yield 
good agreement between the published source spectrum and the 
measured spectrum, except at the lowest energies where the protective 
foil (of unknown thickness) covering the source gives rise to 
appreciable reduction in the low-energy electron flux (E<0.5 McV). 
This was not a limiting factor in our experiments since the majority 
of our data were obtained at energies in excess of 1 McV. 

An example of a scintillator image from a target shot is 
presented in Fig.3 and clearly shows both an electron contribution 
(large spot in center) and several hard-x-ray CCD hits (single-pixel hot 
spout). The image data is processed by first removing the hard x-ray 

spikes numerically. The total electron contribution is then obtained by summing the CCD counts in thai portion of the image 
which maps to the scintillator area (1cm x 2 cm). Subtracting the averaged noise counts, calculated on an unexposed region of 
the CCD, yields the total net clcclron count. A sample electron distribution for aluminum targets irradiated widi a nominal 10*" 
W-jinWcm^, obtained by taking many shots with nominally identical target and irradiation conditions, is shown in Fig. A. 
Though there is significant scatter in the data, an estimate of the distribution temperature can be made and wc find Thot - 1 
McV. Wc noic thai wc observed maximum electron energies only up to 4 McV l>ccausc wc were limited to a maximum field of 
about 5 kG. The noise floor dcpicicd in Fig. 4 leads us to believe that wc would have observed clccuons with energies in excess 
of 7 McV. 

The total electron yield measured in these experiments, measured lo be Y = = 3 % into 4n sicradians, was extremely 
.sensitive lo variations in the laser energy: reducing the laser energy below about 3 J was usually sufficient to reduce the electron 
fluxes below detection threshold. This suggests that plasma instabilities may play a role in electron acceleration. 

Wc also observed early on thai th^ highest electron yields were not obtained with best focus in ilic plane of the target 
but rather with best focus 0.5 * 0 nun in front of the target (the foca! depth of the F/K lens is about 5(X) (tin). Because best 
focus is determined by firing only the low-power regenerative amplifier (< 1 mJ of laser energy on target) it is probable dial 
thermal lensing shifts bcsl-focus lo the plane of the target on high-power shots (this is being investigated). It is also interesting 
to speculate on plasma-rclaicd phenomena which might favor this apparent defocus at the target plane. The most obvious is that 
ihc presence of = 100 (im of plasma preformed by the fool of die pulse may be sufficient lo lead lo whole-beam self-focusing of 
the laser. In fact, our laser power exceeds the threshold for rclativistic self focussing when llic density exceeds a lew tenths of a 
percent of the critical density ( n c > 2 x ] ( ) ' " cnr- ') . In a 100 urn 
gradient scalclcnglh, exponential-profile plasma, this density would occur 
about 500 u.rn in from of the target, exactly where ihe laser must be 
focusscd for the best yields in our experiments. Wc note thai (I) based 
on our best estimates of our level of laser prcpulsc, our density gradicnl-
scalelcngth should be significantly shorter than 100 urn (i.e. ^ 1 0 - 3 0 
)im) and (2) this power threshold is based on calculations for unifovm-
dcnsiiy plasmas. Therefore any notion of Ihc presence of self-focussing 
at this stage, though noi implausible, is speculative. 

As mentioned above, the electrons which arc accelerated in the 
forward dircciion arc strongly influenced by self-consistent electric and 
magnetic fields generated in the target. Electric fields produced by target 
charge-up and resistive return current flow can ieduce the final escape 
energies of electrons. Additionally, these fields favor the escape of the 
most energetic electrons produced early in the laser-plasma interaction 
before the fields have had sufficient time to establish. This leads to 
significantly reduced fluxes of detected electrons, particularly at low 
energies. Magnetic fields can also alter the escaping clcclron energy 
distribution by forcing electrons into orbits where they lose energy 
through multiple encounters with solid density target material. Such 
orbits, obviously, can alter the directional distribution of ihc electrons :s 
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Fig. 4 Distribution of electrons escaping in the 
forward direction for 200 ujti lliick aluminum foil 
targets irradiated with 1 0 l a W-um^/cm 2 al 22.5° 
with respect lo the target normal. 



well. For these reasons it is likely that the true energy coupling efficiency to hot electrons is much higher than the cxpcrimcnial 
measurement would lead one to believe. 

3.2 Scattered Light Spectroscopy 
Scattered light spectral measurements are important in these experiments because they serve as a diagnostic of collective 

plasma physics phenomena in the underdense plasma. These processes include resonance absorption in the vicinity of the critical 
surface, two-plasmon decay (TPD) at the quarter-critical layer, stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) from densities at or below 

quarter-critical, and stimulated Brillouin scattering. These 
phenomena, though extensively studied in nanosecond experiments5, 
have only recently begun to be investigated in the ultra-intense, sub-
picosecond regime6 where both the excitation physics and spectral 
signatures can be significantly modified. For example, near the 
critical layer, steepening of the plasma density profile by the radiation 
pressure of an intense laser pulse can lead to high-order harmonic 
generation and enhanced absorption. In the undcrdense region, severe 
broadening and shifting of SRS spectra can occur**. 

In a limited number of experiments, we have collected and 
spectrally resolved, simultaneously, the specular and backscattcr light 
produced in the laser-plasma interaction. On each of several shots, 
both the backscalicr and specular light signals were multiplexed onto 
the slit of a 1/4-m spectrometer. The two spectra were 
simultaneously recorded on different regions of the same CCD detector 
(syslcm resolution = 10 A). Fig. 5 shows one example of a spectrum 
taken near the laser wavelength (1052? A). On this particular shot, 
the specular light spectrum more or less reproduces the original laser 
spectrum while the backscatter spectrum exhibits an additional feature 
red-shifted by about 40 A. Spectral shifts from solid-targets have 
been reported in previous experiments by other authors. However 
blue shifts were observed in low-intensity experiments and attributed 
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Fig. 5 Specular and backscattcr light spectra near the 
laser wavelength for J0 l S W/cm2. 

to reflection of the laser from the expanding plasma. In moderate-
intensity experiments (=10^° W-(im^/cm^), smaller blue shifts have 
been attributed to the competition between plasma motion (blue shifts) 
and weak profile steepening7. At high intensity, PIC simulations^ 
have suggested thai the extremely high light pressures can cause not 
only steepening of the profile but also motion of the critical layer 
toward higher density. In this case the plasma motion is away from 

the incident iascr and leads lo a red shift. Aw = to - £ a-_ An estimate 

3/2 0) | Specular | 

2(0 

3/2 0) 

of the rcircat velocity can be obtained by balancing the light pressure 
against the momentum flux of the mass flow-*. Doing so for our 
experimental parameters yields shifts which agree with the observed 
shift of 40 A within a factor of two. We emphasize that these results 
are preliminary and further work is needed lo fully investigate the 
possible role of this mechanism. 500 

Fig. 6 shows an example of specular and backscatier spectra 
recorded in the wavelength interval between 2co and Tto. Second-

harmonic emission can arise in resonance absorption at the critical pig. 6 Specular and backscatter spectra 

emissions at IO 1 8 W'/cm2. 
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layer while rto is usually attributed to cither scattering of laser light from TPD-drivcn plasma waves or SRS at the quartcr-
3 

critical layer. In this example the 2u) and ;rto features were observed in both the specular and backscattcr directions. However, 
3 

the most interesting is the specular rti> fca'.urc. It exhibits bom severe spectral broadening (to approximately 20 times the 

original laser bandwidth) and an apparent splitting of the "line". The broadening is much like that seen in SRS spectra recorded in 
ultra-intense, short-pulse, undcrdcnsc-plasma experiments6. The splitting is similar in character to that observed in nanosecond 
experiments 8 where allcmpts have been made to utilize ihc Jinc scparaiion as an electron temperature diagnostic. 

4. SUMMARY 
Wc have performed the first experiments lo investigate the interaction of ullra-inicnsc (IX2 > I 0 1 8 W-fim 2/cm 2), sub-

picosecond laser pulses with preformed plasmas. The laser-plasma interaction physics is characterized by rclalivistic quiver 
motion of plasma electrons in the field of the laser. Wc have investigated the coupling of laser energy to fast electrons (E c £ 1 
McV). These observations of escaping electrons suggest anomalously high distribution temperatures. Wc speculate that, 
because the most energetic electrons are more likely to escape the target, the most energetic electrons arc preferentially sainplcd. 
Our initial scattered light spectroscopy measurements indicate thai collective and paiamctric processes arc active in the plasma. 
In future experiments wc will strive lo control the preformed plasma conditions (through the introduction of an intentional 
prcpulsc) and to belter understand the nature of troth the electron acceleration mechanism and the high-intensity parametric 
instabilities. 
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